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ABSTRACT

This paper explores how bilingual speakers of Spanish and English read and perceive
code-switches in different environments. Code-switching has been stigmatized as being a
careless occurrence and a negative representation of one’s language abilities, but in reality,
language mixing is a highly systemized, innovative practice that is not random and is governed
by the grammars of both languages. Code-switching is commonly found in conversation but is
becoming more prevalent on written platforms such as social media. This leads us to ask
whether social media is a platform where individuals can mix languages with less stigmatization.
In this experiment participants read and rated their perceived naturalness of code-switched texts
in either a plain text or a stimulated tweet condition. This was followed by a recall task in which
participants indicated if the text had been altered from the original version they read, on the
reasoning that participants may not attend closely to where switches occurred, and thus may not
recall which language parts of the sentence were in. The comparison of these two conditions
was designed to determine what type of an effect an environment like social media might have
on code-switching. The results indicate that items read in a Twitter-like environment were
overall rated higher in naturalness and that participants were unlikely to notice when a change
had occurred. Findings are discussed in terms of factors that may have affected the higher
naturalness ratings in the tweet condition and the seemingly nonexistent recognition of changes
in the recall task.
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Introduction
Code-switching refers to switching from one language to another which can occur in the
same discourse, and oftentimes in the same sentence. There are many different ways in which
these two languages are mixed and different places within a sentence or clause in which a switch
can occur. This project will explore how bilingual speakers of Spanish and English read and
perceive code-switches in different environments. The goals of this study are to explore how
bilinguals comprehend and react to code-switches in writing when they are presented in social
media vs. a neutral context.
According to Weinreich (1953), bilingualism is defined as the use of at least two
languages alternatively and those who do this, he defines as bilinguals. When bilinguals switch
languages, the code-switch plays a role in the message the speaker is trying to convey. Codeswitching is not a random occurrence. Bilinguals must be familiar with the grammars of both
languages in order to achieve the common structure of switching behavior (Poplack, 1980).
Code-switching is remarkably consistent and systematic both in how and where it is done within
a discourse. Many times, people are misinformed about how bilinguals code-switch when in
reality, it is a highly systematic process.
While code-switching is a highly functional and systematic practice, bilingualism is not
universally given a high value in society. There is a stigma surrounding code-switching as well
as the bilinguals who code-switch which often includes negative attitudes, even when the
switches represent what bilinguals commonly produce. Generally, those who code-switch are
viewed as being less educated, lacking a true identity in one language, or not knowing one, or
either of the languages well. In reality, this is not the case at all. Bilinguals can actually adapt to
exploit the complexity of understanding multiple languages and utilize multiple languages
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simultaneously. By emphasizing the capabilities of human cognition in this sense, this study
aims to show people this so that they may come to value their own bilingualism and codeswitching abilities, and that of others, more highly.
Code-switching is extremely prevalent in everyday speech among bilinguals. The
majority of people in the world regularly use more than one language, and the presence of
languages other than English—especially Spanish—is increasing throughout the United States.
According to a Pew Hispanic Center Survey (Taylor, Lopez, Martínez & Velasco 2012)
conducted in 2011, 82% of Hispanics said that they speak Spanish well or very well and 78% of
Hispanics said that they read Spanish well or very well.
There has been extensive research done on the act of code-switching. It is clear that
code-switching is much more commonly found in informal speech and it is rarely found in
writing. This could be attributed to the fact that most writing forums are more formal such as
books or newspapers, while conversation between family members or friends is a much less
formal type of communication. One form of written communication that is less formal and
known to resemble speech is social media. For that reason, a prediction with code-switching in
social media is that it would be much more accepted and less noticeable in this less formal
context.
The primary focus in this study is on social media and how code-switches may be
perceived differently in environments of varying levels of formality that have different degrees
of stigma surrounding them. Additional research aims to determine if the perception of the codeswitches affects bilinguals' recognition of the languages being used. By increasing our
understanding of how users of more than one language treat code-switching in social media, this
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study can yield benefits for the education of bilinguals, the general knowledge of code-switching
in society, and the understanding of the grammar of code-switching.
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Background

Functions of Code-Switching
Research has shown that people who speak more than one language code-switch for a
variety of reasons (Gumperz, 1982; Zentella, 1997; Halim, & Maros, 2014; Nortier, 2017),
among these clarification, emphasis, quotation, and checking. In their study on the functions of
code-switching in interactions on Facebook, Halim & Maros (2014) found all of those functions
to be true in a social media environment as well as functioning to express emotions, for
availability and simplicity as well as for principle of economy. Many people think that
bilinguals switch to mask fluency or memory issues, but in reality, this plays a very minor role.
Most of the time, bilinguals switch if they feel something would be expressed more effectively or
in a simpler way in another language. According to Nortier (2017), bilinguals may also codeswitch to identify themselves to others as bilingual and identifies code-switching as an extremely
powerful tool for identification.
Some factors that may influence a speaker’s choice of language that may also affect when
someone chooses to code-switch include topic, setting, relationship of participants, community
norms, and societal, political and ideological developments. It is clear that the environment
plays a large role on language selection which further supports the prediction that a less formal
environment such as social media will determine one's choice to code-switch and the way in
which others react to the code-switched text.
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Zentella (1997) identifies clarification, emphasis and checking as key motives to codeswitch. These functions she goes on to clarify as meaning to explain a message more clearly,
stress important details, or to check a listener’s understanding, approval or opinion which usually
occurs in the form of a tag question. There are notable similarities between spoken language and
the language used communicating via technology specifically social media which is the focus in
this thesis. For that reason, Halim and Maros (2014) found the presented theories on the
functions of code-switching to also be applicable to electronic forms of communication such as
the ones they explored on Facebook. The research considers code-switched Facebook statuses in
English and Malay—not Spanish, but the connections are valid and logical nonetheless. After
looking at one year’s worth of Facebook posts from five bilingual users, Halim and Maros
(2014) found evidence of many reasons for code-switching that further prove the previously
identified functions. Previous literature identified that bilinguals code-switch to express emotion
toward others when they are speaking (Gumperz, 1982). Halim and Maros (2014) identified that
the bilingual Facebook users also switched languages to convey their general emotions. They
determined this to be due to the fact that words and expressions in different languages carry
thoughts and feelings differently and some better than others relative to the speaker/writer’s
communication goals. Two users code-switched specifically to express frustration and criticism
and users would also often use emoticons to further emphasize their emotions. Another function
identified by this study was switching for availability. For example, the users would switch to
English if there was no convenient, accurate translation for a word or expression in Malay to
better convey their message. The users would also switch if a word or phrase was shorter or
simpler in one language over the other.
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Code-Switching: Grammar and Stigma
The aforementioned explanations as to why bilinguals code-switch are all logical and
common reasons to switch, illustrating that code-switching is a logical and highly systematic
practice. Bilinguals switch at specific points during their discourses, and not at others to say
what they want to say strategically. Regardless of this fact, code-switching continues to be
stigmatized (Macswan 2013; Poplack 1980; Timm 1975; Nortier 2017) as an unsystematic
mixture that doesn’t adhere to either language’s grammar.
This is also untrue. Research has supported this claim that code-switching has rules and is
not random in any way (Tamargo, Valdés Kroff, & Dussias 2016; Edwards & Gardner-Chloros
2007). The fact that code-switching is not comprised of random switches but is rather an
occurrence that systematically reflects the grammars of both languages, is a clear demonstration
of a highly organized and complex type of language use. Code-switching, according to Timm
(1975), does not delay or restrict communication in any way. His study is useful as it indicates
that the grammatical systematicity of code-switching is something that we have known about for
a long time. The process of switching languages is flexible, but it is constrained by regular
grammatical rules and restrictions in both languages. To someone unfamiliar with the process of
code-switching, it may at first appear to be random. However, Timm (1975) indicated that there
are apparent restrictions when switching which strongly supports the assertion that codeswitching is highly grammatically structured and systematic. One restriction defined by Timm
(1975) involves pronimal subjects or objects and their associated finite verb. For example, the
following test phrases were harshly rejected by the Spanish-English bilinguals that participated
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in the study: Yo went/I fui = I went; Él wants/He quiere = He wants; Ellos give/They dan = They
give. Another restriction prevents switching between finite verbs and the infinitive verbs
associated with them. Examples of phrases with these verbs that do not work are: they want a
venir/quieren to come = they want to come; voy to decide/I’m going a decidir = I am going to
decide. As with any language, there are ways in which people are creative and do stretch these
boundaries, but it is still not random and boundaries do exist.
Just as there are restrictions to code-switching, there are also strategies that produce
functional switches. Muysken (2013) outlines three of these strategies as insertion, alternation
and congruent lexicalization, which differ in how the two languages may be integrated lexically,
morphologically, and syntactically. Insertion, Muysken (2013) defines as the process of putting
a well-defined portion of a sentence in one language into a sentence that is otherwise in the other
language. Muysken’s (2013) typology shows how insertion as a code-switching strategy is fairly
conservative, in that sentences adhere to the grammar of one language, with isolated elements
inserted where they do not disrupt the sentence structure. Alternation is defined as two parts of a
sentence in two different languages put side by side but the syntax is consistent within stretches
of a sentence in one versus the other language, and the switch does not violate any syntactic
structures in either language. The last strategy of congruent lexicalization is defined as the use
of a common grammatical structure where parts of the sentence from one language are embedded
into the sentence which is in the second language while not violating either grammatical
structure. This approach is still extremely systematic, but the languages are much more
intertwined in this instance. Muysken’s (2013) typology thus confirms that code-switching is a
systematic practice that is strategic and attempts to satisfy the grammatical structures of both
languages. A wide range exists of how conservative or innovative one can be with switching.
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Different speech communities can also differ in where they stand and tend to stay on this
continuum. Overall, code-switching is a systematic and innovative way of utilizing more than
one language in order to convey one's message in the most effective possible way.

Code-Switching and Social Media
Another platform in which innovation runs rampant is social media, where novel words
are created, e.g. as hashtags, and acronyms, e.g. LOL = ‘laughing out loud’, emoticons, e.g. ;-),
and innovative spellings are common, e.g. thx = ‘thanks’. This makes social media a logical
place to examine code-switching and leads us to ask whether code-switching in social media is
similarly innovative, both in the sense that individuals may mix languages in ways not
commonly seen in speech, and in the sense that it may be less stigmatized and more natural. The
second question will be addressed in this paper, but the first will not. Code-switching is usually
most common in conversation; however, it is becoming increasingly popular in written forms on
platforms such as social media (e.g. Halim & Maros, 2014; Vilares et al., 2015) which leads us to
ask whether social media may be an environment conducive of innovative language use such as
code-switching and if it may be less stigmatized in this type of environment. Code-switching is
a widespread phenomenon that researchers have just begun to explore in terms of usage in social
media.
The explanation for this stigma is that code-switching is not standard, and is considered
to indicate low language proficiency, even though this is not true. This could explain why codeswitching does not occur much in writing, but this is not about writing, per se. This is rather
about the formality, presence of social stigma and adaptability of the communication platform.
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Typically, writing is not used in informal situations where social stigma is weaker, less relevant,
or can be actively violated, so written communication that matches these characteristics, e.g.
social media, should be a place where code-switching is also observed, and this would be useful
to study. For these reasons, it is predicted that this stigmatization will be less severe in social
media, an environment that pushes the boundaries of language use.
This interest in code-switching also stems from the fact that, contrary to the negative
stigma and preconceptions, code-switching is a natural and widespread phenomenon across the
world that is systematic and requires knowledge of the grammar of both languages rather than
something that is random. Therefore, it should not be considered to be a negative reflection of
one's education or language abilities.
As the appearance of code-switching is much less common in writing, one reason for this
may be attributed to the fact that code-switching is often seen as an informal way of
communicating. Oftentimes writing is considered a more formal register of communication than
those in speech (Callahan 2003). However, one written communication platform that is not
viewed as formal is social media. The degree of formality of register is dependent upon context,
category, and what the person hopes to achieve by means of the communication. According to
the survey conducted by Callahan (2003), 95% responded that they occasionally code-switch
when they are speaking, but 50% stated that they would never code-switch while they were
writing. Nortier (2017) points out that in everyday conversations, people do not consider what
they are going to say carefully. This is not the case with other forms of communication. When
someone gives a speech, for example, even though this is another form of oral communication,
there is a lot of effort and planning that goes into exactly what will be said. Similarly, when
someone writes an essay or an article, it is carefully written and then edited. In registers where
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there is less time to plan what is going to be said, such as a conversation between friends, it is
often a more laid back and therefore less formal communication. Some respondents from
Callahan’s (2003) study even went on to describe code-switching as unprofessional and
improper.
However, we have seen a rise in written code-switching with the evolution of technology
and the increasing commonness of social media. This is not unexpected, given that writing in
social media (e.g. tweets, Facebook posts) has much in common with speech, including a less
formal register and a greater range of acceptable innovation in language use and less formal tone.
The idea is that, just as it is doing to the English language, social media is allowing the
innovation of languages such as I am predicting it may be doing with the way bilinguals mix
languages. My research explores whether an environment such as social media would allow for
more innovation in code-switching and the stigma surrounding it when compared with a different
environment.

Study Rationale
The proposed research, which was approved by the institution’s Institutional Review
Board, aims to accomplish this by comparing how bilinguals perceive code-switching when it is
encountered in different environments. The central tasks will present participants with different
versions of text. In the first condition, sentences will be presented as in ordinary psycholinguistic
experiments, as plain text centered on an otherwise blank screen. In the second, the popular
social media site, Twitter, will be considered the informal, social media environment condition
and participants will view the text as tweets including a username and handle, “Follow” button,
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and Twitter icon in order to simulate a real tweet in a social media environment. I expect that
people will be more willing to push the boundaries of grammar and language and will also be
more accepting of code-switching in general in the social media environment. This site is known
for the short nature of its tweets as there is a restriction on the numbers of characters allowed in
each tweet. A different social media site, such as Facebook, could have posts from users that are
paragraphs long. Twitter’s compressed allotment of characters in tweets make for the perfect
stimuli to examine as most tweets are just one sentence or phrase.
It is predicted that there will be a difference in the naturalness perception ratings of these
two environment conditions as social media allows us to push the normal, expected boundaries
of language. For the recall task, it is predicted that participants will not be able to accurately
remember where code-switches occurred in higher rated texts as a text perceived as natural will
contain switches that read fairly easily and will not catch the readers’ attentions. Code-switching
is being found more and more in social media and thus exploring this further could answer
questions about the way in which social media affects the transformation of languages and the
way we use them. The basic methodology will be to ask participants to read texts and rate their
perception of the naturalness of code-switches with varying levels of grammaticality, and to
follow this up with a recognition task which will test the degree the participants could detect
which language was used in different parts of the sentence. The responses will then be compared
to determine if there is an overall higher perception of naturalness in the social media condition
and to determine if the changes to the code-switched text were less detectable in the social media
environment.
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Methods

Participants
This study included 23 participants who are bilingual in Spanish and English who use
both languages on a regular basis. These bilinguals were recruited from Spanish classes at Penn
State that tend to attract individuals from the population of interest. Participants were also
recruited from organizations on campus, which serve to bring Spanish speakers together. Since
this study relied on comparisons of texts in both English and Spanish and explores language use
by people who regularly use both languages for daily communication, individuals whose primary
second language exposure has only been in the classroom were excluded from participation in
this study. The participants had been exposed to both languages from a young age or learned
English as a second language early on and reported using both languages regularly for daily
communication.
Participants completed a Language History Questionnaire at the end of the experiment
which was presented using Qualtrics. This was used to assess their language background in both
Spanish and English and collect data on information such as their country of origin and the age at
which participants began to acquire Spanish and English. There were also questions that asked
how often, with whom and in what environments participants use each language. A social media
usage section of the survey was included to collect more detailed information about their usage
and opinions of popular social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. It also asked
about their code-switching habits and attitudes toward code-switching on social media. This part
of the experiment was used to get a sense of participants’ characteristics and also confirm aspects
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of their language background. The results from the questionnaire are summarized below in
Table 1.
Table 1 Participant Characteristics

Materials
The central experiment involved several different tasks. The two main tasks involved
code-switched texts presented in either social media or written plain text versions. The first task
tested the participants' perceived naturalness of the text in a specific version. The second task
tested to what degree the participant noticed changes to the text that they had read in the first
task. The next task tested the participants' language proficiency in Spanish and English. The last
task was the language history questionnaire which asked about mode of acquisition and current
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use of Spanish and English, how often and in what settings they use both languages as well as
their social media usage.
All materials used in the naturalness rating and recognition tasks of this experiment were
taken from a collection of tweets that were used in a previous study conducted on multilingual
sentiment analysis (Vilares, D., Alonso, M. A., & Gómez & Rodríguez, C., 2015). The corpus
used in this experiment was originally developed in another study (Solorio, T., Blair, E.,
Maharjan, S., Bethard, S., Diab, M., Gohneim, M., Hawwari, A., AlGhamdi, F., Hirschberg, J.,
Chang, A., & Fung, P., 2014). The researchers in this experiment used two steps in the process
of selecting tweets. The first step was to identify tweets that were code-switched by doing a
keyword search of some frequently used words in English and narrowed down their search to
Spanish tweets from users located in California and Texas. Since the primary language of these
states is English, it was observed that English was the predominant language used in these tweets
(Vilares et al., 2015). Additional tweets were selected by searching frequently used Spanish
words in English tweets from users located in the same two states. Lastly, the tweets were
filtered to remove duplicates, spam and retweets. The second step ranked the users in order of
who had the most code-switched tweets. The top 12 users were identified and all of their
available tweets were referenced and added to the corpus.
The corpus included over 3,000 tweets, and a specific list of criteria was used when
selecting the tweets that were going to be included and excluded from this experiment. One of
the main criteria was the type of code-switch that was present in the tweet. The present
experiment focused on intrasentential rather than intersentential code-switches. The reasoning
for this being that intersentential switches occur between sentences and therefore do not contain
any intermixing of grammatical structures. Intrasentential code-switching occurs within the
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same sentence and clause and therefore must follow the grammatical guidelines of each language
so as not to violate the grammars of neither English nor Spanish, identified as the equivalence
constraint by Poplack (1980).

In this experiment, the aim was to explore code-switches with

more complex grammar structures, so mainly intrasentential tweets from the corpus were chosen.
Participants saw a total of 79 sentences in the experiment. Of these, 72 sentences contained
code-switches. For comparison purposes, 7 unilingual tweets were included in the stimuli. In
this experiment, I identified unilingual tweets as sentences that were either all in English or all in
Spanish with no code-switches present. I did not count acronyms (lol) or proper nouns as being
a switch, so if that was the only part of a tweet that was in the other language, it was identified as
unilingual.
The criteria for choosing tweets involved excluding tweets that were inappropriate or
contained vulgar content. Tweets were also excluded if their content was too vague or too
context-specific to be understood without any additional context from the conversation. I wanted
the main focus for the participants to remain in rating the naturalness of the code-switches and
not in trying to interpret the meaning and context of the sentences that were presented. For that
reason, particularly vague confusing tweets were excluded from this study. An example of a
tweet that was excluded can be found below.
Not too much on Mrs Landry tho ella fue mi madrina de mi cap and gown
While this is an example of an intrasentential code-switched sentence, the content is
clearly very specific to one person while most people would not fully comprehend it. To avoid a
participant being distracted by the subject of the sentence, this tweet was excluded from this
experiment.
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Once those tweets had been excluded and it was determined which tweets would be
included, additional criteria were created to modify the tweets for the experiment. The goal was
to make as minimal changes as possible, but egregious errors and other things that could distract
the reader were altered. Extreme spelling errors were corrected, but minor ones were left. I
wanted to achieve a balance between tweets that were technically correct but also realistic,
because in social media, things like grammar and spelling do not always adhere to what is
regarded as standard. For the tweets that would remain as tweets in the experiment, all
remaining profanity was removed. It was noted that there were many grammatical errors found
throughout the corpus (Vilares et al., 2015), so some grammatical errors were corrected so as not
distort the meaning of the sentence and to not distract the participant from the central task. An
example of a grammatical error that was not corrected and left in the sentence is shown below.
El primo gots game haha!
In this example, gots could have been corrected to has, however it was not, as gots
appears to be used as an idiomatic expression here. The content of this sentence is already
informal and colloquial and correcting such a grammatical error would have changed the way
this sentence was read by participants. If it had been corrected, I predict it is possible it would
not have been understood as well.
However, not all errors were corrected as many tweets are written quickly and without
much attention being given to things such as spelling and grammar. This was done to ensure that
the tweets looked authentic and not too scripted or careful. The first letter of a lot of words were
randomly capitalized throughout most of the tweets, so capital letters found anywhere other than
the first word of a sentence were decapitalized. Additionally, the names of the Twitter handles
that were used were altered in order to maintain the anonymity of those who were referenced in
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the real tweets. Additional context was added and excessive detail was removed from a small
number of tweets as needed when doing so would improve the participants' comprehension of
the sentences.
Additional modifications were made to transform the tweets into the plain text versions to
make them appear less like a tweet and more neutral. To do this, all Twitter handles and most
hashtags were removed. Punctuation was almost always added to the end of the sentences in the
text version, because while it is completely normal and expected to see sentences without end
punctuation on Twitter that is less common in other written forms of communication. Emoticons
such as smiley faces (represented as a colon and right parentheses) were removed from the plain
text version as they are also less likely to be found in plain text. Acronyms and slang such as
"lol" and "lmao" were removed most of the time if it would appear out of place to leave them in
the text versions. It is less common to find those in writing forums that are not as informal as
social media. These acronyms were included sometimes if they enhanced the context of the
sentence. For example, the plain text version of the sentence Since I started working ya ni
disfruto la vida lol., the lol was left in the sentence as the tone of the sentence is informal, so
removing it was not completely necessary. A complete list of the items can be found in
Appendix A.
Three examples of stimuli for this task as well as their translations can be found below.
1. Original Version
Having a boyfriend is just not my thing Poreso Siempre Estoy single Aunke no Kiera
1a. Tweet Version
Having a boyfriend is just not my thing por eso siempre estoy single aunque no quiera
1b. Text Version
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Having a boyfriend is just not my thing por eso siempre estoy single aunque no quiera.
1c. Translation
Having a boyfriend is just not my thing that’s why I am always single even though I don’t
want to be.
In this example, the first change that was made to the original version was the correction
of the phonetic spellings of the words aunke and kiera to their correct spellings. The spelling of
the phrase por eso was also corrected. The capitalized letters in the words in the middle of the
sentence were corrected so as not to distract the reader. In the plain text version, punctuation
was added to the end of the sentence.
2. Original Version
i wish i had someone special this valentines day so i can take a mariachi to their house y
darle serenata #OneDay
2a. Tweet Version
i wish i had someone special this valentines day so i can take a mariachi to their house y
darle serenata #OneDay
2b. Text Version
I wish I had someone special this valentines day so I could take a mariachi to their house
y darle serenata.
2c. Translation
I wish I had someone special this valentines day so I could take a mariachi to their house
and serenade them. #OneDay

In this example, all of the alterations were made in the text version. All of the I’s were
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capitalized and can was changed to could to be grammatically correct and sound more natural.
Punctuation was added to the text version and the hashtag was removed.
3. Original Version
@_Vibianaaa23 enserio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao
3a. Tweet Version
@_Vibanaa24 en serio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao
3b. Text Version
En serio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao.
3c. Translation
Seriously like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao
In this last example of stimuli from the naturalness rating task, a space was added
between the words en and serio to fix the spelling. Punctuation was added to the text version
and once again the Twitter handle was altered.

Naturalness Rating Task
The aim of this part of the experiment was to show participants stimuli in the form of
simulated tweets or plain text that contained code-switching in two languages, Spanish and
English. In this task, participants were asked to read a series of 79 sentences presented on a
computer screen. The sentences were presented either as plain text on an otherwise blank screen,
or as simulated tweets, with a Twitter icon, (fake) username and handle, "follow" button, etc., as
shown below in Figure 1. Eleven of the participants read these sentences as tweets and twelve
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read them as plain text. Immediately after reading each text, the participant was asked to rate
their perceived naturalness of the text on a scale which was presented as a slider. On the slider,
there was an underlying range of 0-100 where 0 represented the “least natural” endpoint and 100
represented “most natural” endpoint. Participants did not see the underlying numbers, only the
slider.

Figure 1 Example of Tweet Stimuli

Recognition Task
In this second task, participants saw a random sampling of 15 sentences that was different
for each participant. For example, during the recall task, participant one saw six changed
versions and nine unchanged versions, whereas participant two saw five changed versions and
ten unchanged versions. The unchanged versions of these sentences were identical versions of
the sentences that they saw during the naturalness rating task and the changed sentences that
participants saw were altered from their original form in the naturalness rating task. The
participants were told that some of the sentences were the same and some may have been slightly
altered from the first version that they saw. In this task, items were presented in the same format
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as in the naturalness rating task. Three types of modifications were made to the sentences: a
code-switch was removed to make the sentence or a part of it a unilingual text, a code-switch
was added to make the sentence or a part of it a bilingual text, or the place where the code-switch
took place originally was changed to a different place in the sentence. Three examples of altered
text and tweet versions and their translations can be found below.
1. Original Version
Mi wonderful mom me Dio hot chocolate
1a. Tweet Version
Mi wonderful mom me dio hot chocolate
1b. Text Version
Mi wonderful mom me dio hot chocolate.
1c. Altered Tweet Version
My wonderful mom me dio hot chocolate
1d. Altered Text Version
My wonderful mom me dio hot chocolate.
1e. Translation
My wonderful mom gave me hot chocolate.
In the altered versions, you can see that the slight change from mi to my was made. This
changed the word from Spanish to English and is an example of a subtler change which will be
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compared to more obvious changes that were made to see if the subtleness of the change played
a role in participants' recognition of changes.
2. Original Version
@Elmagnet_21 ohhhh lmfaooooo i gett it. Srry como que me dio un blonde moment
2a. Tweet Version
@Elmagnet_22 ohhhh lmaoooo I gett it. Sorry como que me dio un blonde moment
2b. Text Version
Ohhh I get it. Sorry como que me dio un blonde moment.
2c. Altered Tweet Version
@Elmagnet_22 ohhhh lmaoooo I gett it. Sorry como que I had a blonde moment
2d. Altered Text Version
Ohhh I get it. Sorry como que I had a blonde moment.
2e. Translation
Oh I get it. Sorry I had a blonde moment.
In this example, the profanity in the acronym lmfao was removed. Punctuation was
added to the plain text versions and the Twitter handles were altered. The spelling error in srry
was corrected. The change in the altered version is again somewhat of a subtle one from me dio
un to I had a. However, this is not a literal translation of the expression in Spanish. It means the
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same thing but does not translate exactly the same. For this reason, it is possible that the change
in this sentence may be noticed more in the recognition task of the experiment.
3. Original Version
I wish i was in school!!! I hate being home. Cause my dad se enpacienta mucho and starts
yelling-.3a. Tweet Version
I wish i was in school!!! I hate being home. Cause my dad se impacienta mucho and
starts yelling-.3b. Text Version
I wish I was in school! I hate being home, because my dad se impacienta mucho and
starts yelling.
3c. Altered Tweet Version
I wish i was in school! I hate being home, porque mi padre se impacienta mucho and
starts yelling-.3d. Altered Text Version
I wish I was in school! I hate being home, porque mi padre se impacienta mucho and
starts yelling.
3e. Translation
I wish I was in school! I hate being home, because my dad gets impatient a lot and starts
yelling.
In the altered versions, because my dad was translated to Spanish (porque mi padre).
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Verbal Fluency

In the verbal fluency task, participants’ proficiency was checked in both Spanish and
English. The intention here was not to look for differences in proficiency but rather just to
confirm that all participants were relatively similar in their language abilities in each language.
Participants were given a series of categories (e.g. vehicles, clothing, parts of the body, animals,
colors, vegetables, fruits, furniture, musical instruments) and asked to name as many words as
possible belonging to each category in 30 seconds. Responses were recorded and scored.
Responses indicated that participants were proficient in both English and Spanish as they all
scored similarly in both languages.
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Results

Qualitative Analysis of Ratings
Overall, the naturalness ratings of sentences were high (median = 67.65, out of 100;
median absolute deviation = 9.38). Nonetheless, some were given lower ratings. I reviewed the
sentences that received ratings at the bottom of the scale. There were two examples that
particularly stood out as they were given ratings below 30 on the scale of 1-100. Those
examples are listed below.
I tengo hambre = I am hungry.
Mi head hurts = My head hurts.
I attribute the especially low ratings of these sentences to the fact that the code-switches
combine structures that differ greatly in Spanish and English. In the first example, the Spanish
translation would be as follows: Me duele la cabeza. First, this structure does not mirror the
structure in English because first, head comes after the verb in Spanish and before it in English.
Also, a transitive construction is used in Spanish, more like “the head hurts me” (the me indicates
the object of the verb), but in English my head is a possessive construction—the verb has no
object in the English version. Also, it is uncommon to refer to body parts with the possessive mi
in Spanish. It is more common to use the feminine or masculine article (el/la) associated with
the body part.
In the second example, it is not always necessary to say the subject (yo) as the conjugated
verb form indicates the subject, so the subject would not be included if the phrase were said
completely in Spanish. Timm (1975) specifies this type of occurrence between pronominal
subjects and the verbs they are associated with as the first restriction against code-switching.
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Moreover, the constructions are again different: in English, the sentence consists of a subject copular verb – adjective sequence (I am hungry), and in Spanish subject – verb – object (tengo
hambre, literally ‘(I) have hunger’).
The stimuli that received the highest ratings did not particularly stand out because most
sentences were rated highly. One example of a highly rated sentence is found below. It received
an average rating of 58 in the non-tweet condition and 73 in the tweet condition.
A ver si cae un party tonight.
This next example received an average rating of 87 in the non-tweet condition and 86 in
the tweet condition which is one of the highest average ratings for a mixed sentence.
No sé, you pick.
The switch here occurs between clauses. It is therefore an example of an intersentential
switch, so this was expected to receive a higher rating as the grammatical structures are
completely independent of each other.
I always go to sleep with a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers that’s just me.
This is an example that received a mid-range average rating (49 in the non-tweet
condition, 53 in the tweet condition) because there are slightly different constructions of this
sentence in English and Spanish and only a few functional words are switched. This is based on
what Muysken (2013) calls congruent lexicalization. The sentence has an English structure but
uses elements from Spanish, in this case some of the prepositions and determiners. While this
sentence may stretch the two grammatical structures a little (a fully English version would have
used different words, i.e. “a t-shirt Ø the same color as my boxers”), both are basically satisfied.
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Another interesting aspect of this sentence is that the word “color” is ambiguous because it is
spelled the same in English and Spanish, so it is unclear which language the person who wrote
this tweet intended for the word “color”.
Figure 2 shows the naturalness ratings of the texts in both the tweet and non-tweet
conditions. The scatter plot’s positive slope of the regression line shows that the participants
rated the naturalness of sentences similarly in both formats—really natural sentences got high
ratings both ways, and really unnatural ones that stretched grammatical boundaries received low
ratings both ways. The blue line on the scatter plot and its associated confidence interval are
higher than the solid black line (which shows where ratings would have been equal in the two
formats) shows that the plain text versions were not rated quite as highly as they were in the
tweet versions.
Table 2 Median (Mean Absolute Deviation) Ratings for Naturalness Rating Task

Naturalness Rating Task
In this task, I wanted to know if there would be a difference in the naturalness ratings of
the sentences in the tweet and non-tweet conditions, so I compared the ratings for these two
conditions. The goal of looking at unilingual sentences was to assess the overall effect on
naturalness of having the Twitter-like environment (icons, handles, hashtags, etc.) to help isolate
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the effect on mixing. The marginal, but non-significant difference in naturalness of the
unilingual sentences provides a weak indication that there is an independent effect on mixing,
however: 1) there were only 7 unilingual sentences vs. 72 mixed ones so there is little power for
detecting the effect in unilingual sentences, and 2) differences in the naturalness of unilingual
sentences (which were rated as significantly more natural than the mixed sentences overall, as
confirmed by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, W =292, p < .0001) might have been obscured by the
fact that they were all rated near the top of the scale (i.e. a ceiling effect).
In Table 1, I reported the medians and median absolute deviation (MAD) ratings on a
scale of 1-100 for the naturalness rating task and not the means and standard deviation ratings
because the results were not normally distributed. Table 1 shows that the unilingual sentences
received noticeably higher ratings than the mixed sentences in both conditions. The mixed
sentences were given higher ratings in the tweet versions than in the non-tweet versions. A
Mann-Whitney U test confirmed that this difference was significant (V = 577, p < .0001).
Unilingual sentences were rated as more natural in the tweet condition as well, but the difference
did not reach significance in a Mann-Whitney U test (V = 5, p = .08).
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Figure 2 Scatter Plot of Mean Naturalness Ratings for Mixed Sentences Only. The solid black
line indicates where ratings would have been equal on both tasks. The best fit regression and 95%
confidence interval are shown as the blue line and shaded area.

Recognition Task
The mean and MAD ratings on a scale of 1-100 for the recognition task are shown below
in Table 2. These ratings show that in the original, unaltered versions, there is no difference
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between the tweet and non-tweet conditions. In both conditions, participants were relatively
confident that the sentences had not been altered from their original versions. There is also no
difference between the ratings of the original and altered versions in the non-tweet version.
Whether the text was changed or not, participants rated them the same. The one rating that is
significantly different than the rest is the altered version in the tweet condition however this is a
bit counterintuitive and will be discussed further in the Discussion section of this paper. When
the tweet was altered from its original version, participants were even more certain it had not
been changed than when it had been in both conditions. A Mann-Whitney U test confirmed
these observed patterns in the recognition task (V = 58, p = .02), whereas in the plain text
condition, participants gave the same ratings regardless of whether the sentence had been altered
(V = 32, p = .62). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that, across conditions, recall ratings
were higher for altered sentences in the tweet condition (W = 34, p = .05) but showed no
difference in responses to unaltered sentences.
Table 3 Median (Mean Absolute Deviation) Ratings for Recognition Task
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Discussion
I will first consider the naturalness results followed by the recall results. A noticeable
difference was detected in the naturalness ratings of the stimuli. The ratings in the tweet
condition were noticeably higher than those in the non-tweet condition. The question is what
does this difference mean? It matches the prediction that code-switches would be perceived as
more natural in the social media environment due to its informal register and the fact that social
media allows us to push the normal boundaries of language usage. However, one possible factor
that could have also affected this finding is that reading sentences in the presence of a Twitterlike environment was simply a more natural reading environment than short texts on a plain
white screen. The unilingual sentences were included in the experiment as an attempt to separate
any general effects of the Twitter format from the specific effects of code-switching.

The issue

here is that there were not that many unilingual sentences and the ratings are at the top of the
range, so these results are tentative. In a future study, more unilingual sentences could be
generated (because they were rare in the corpus from which the items were drawn) or more
unilingual sentences could be included to offer a condition without code-switches equal to that of
the condition with code-switches in order to obtain a more accurate representation of the way the
participants perceived the different environments.
The recall task provides a better indication of how code-switching is perceived in this
environment, because it is not clear what direct impact a Twitter-like environment (icons,
hashtags, etc.) might have on the results. Taking the recall task as a whole, when there was no
change, the participants were right most of the time at indicating this in their ratings. However,
in the non-tweet condition, this cannot be taken to mean that this is an indication that the
participants necessarily realized that no change was present, because when a change had been
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made, they responded in the same way anyway, regardless of the presence of a change. It
appears that participants, at least in the non-tweet condition, were not sensitive to whether there
was a change or not, but they tended to think there was not. It seems as if they did not have a
detailed memory of what parts of each text had been in which language. This may be partially
explained by a finding from my Language History Questionnaire. As reported in Table 1, 40%
of participants reported sometimes not realizing when they code-switch in conversations. If this
is the case and bilinguals do not always realize when they switch from one language to the other,
one would think it would be even less likely for them to notice when reading a sentence which
parts were written in which language.
In the tweet condition, however, participants’ ratings were sensitive to the presence of a
change, but the direction of this effect is puzzling. When there were no changes, the ratings were
similar to participants in the non-tweet condition, responding that they were reasonably confident
that there was no change. When there was a change, however, they were categorically certain
there was not, to a significantly greater degree than when no change was present. This could be
a chance result, despite being statistically significant, but if not, it would seem to indicate that
participants were sensitive to the presence of a change, because the only difference between
sentences in the recall task was the presence of a change, and that seemed to affect behavior.
The participants noticing switching in both conditions suggests that the switches are important
and playing a role. Their attention is being captured by the change in how the languages are
mixed, but they then misinterpret that by responding with confidence that it was the same text as
the previous version when in reality the text had been altered. This would seem to indicate that
they were paying greater attention to the switches, perhaps because the switching may serve
some function to which they are attending, but that is speculative and would merit further
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research. In the future, I would be interested to see if the results would be different if
participants were told that there was a memory recall task or if they listened to the code-switched
text rather than read them. In the present study, participants were not given any indication ahead
of time that there would be another task in which they would have to try to remember the
sentences they had read. Doing this could potentially affect the results of the recall task as well
as the naturalness rating task as participants would read the sentences differently because they
would be thinking about remembering how they were put together.
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Conclusion
This study was motivated by an interest in gaining understanding of how written codeswitching is practiced in a particular context: social media. Social media is a unique
environment and it is more likely to see code-switching being used here because its
characteristics resemble that of spoken language. Similar to speech, people usually do not
consider what they are going to say on social media as carefully as they might in other written
communication methods such as in essays. Another condition similar to social media that may
be interesting to investigate further is email as a communication platform. People are more
willing to push the boundaries of grammar and spelling in such an environment resembling
spoken language. As such, social media is an innovative environment that is conducive of using
language in new or less common ways that is less likely to be found in other written
communication platforms.
While the conclusions of this study are preliminary, they do confirm my interest in social
media as a less formal, more innovative communication platform as the findings illustrate that
participants readily accepted the vast majority of the code-switched text as very natural,
especially in the tweet condition. Multiple participants said that reading the texts was “easy and
fun” and that the content was similar to tweets on Twitter or things said in conversation between
bilinguals that they had experienced. One participant even said that the stimuli seemed like
material she would say herself. They were also relatively insensitive to changes in where the
switching occurred other than the puzzling finding in the tweet condition.
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This is an interesting area of research that has yet to be explored extensively. We might
learn more about the way social media is shaping our language use and the way that people
perceive these changes as they emerge. While social media bears a resemblance to speech, there
are differences nonetheless. Even Twitter allows for edits to be made before one posts the tweet,
whereas speech does not—at most one can stop and recast an utterance, but in social media the
readers are usually not privy to those recasts—they just see the end product. And writing is also
durable—no sooner is speech uttered than it vanishes forever, leaving only what the interlocutors
remember of it, but writing remains. Further research into social media as an environment might
lead to a deeper understanding of the boundaries of language and grammar usage. This may help
us further understand how mixed languages are processed as they are read and/or written and if
individuals actually process these mixes in more than one language.
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Appendix A
Complete List of Stimuli
Key:
CV = Corpus Version
TV = Tweet Version
NTV = Non=Tweet Version
CT = Changed Tweet Version
CNT = Changed Non-Tweet Version
CV

ill tell him... si no lo convencemos me and you when we're together!

TV

@95Calderaaa i'll tell him... si no lo convencemos me and you when we're together!

NTV

I'll tell him...si no lo convencemos me and you when we're together!

CT

@95Calderaaa i'll tell him... si no lo convencemos me and you cuando estamos juntos!

CNT

I'll tell him...si no lo convencemos me and you cuando estamos juntos!

CV
TV

@_BBonjour lol it's cuz cada ves que te miro te ves mas y mas guapa , ni cuenta me doy si comes o no
lol
@_Bonjour lol it's cuz cada ves que te miro te ves más y más guapa

NTV

Lol it's because cada ves que te miro te ves más y más guapa.

CT

@_Bonjour lol it's cuz cada ves que te miro te ves more and more beautiful

CNT
CV

Lol it's because cada ves que te miro te ves more and more beautiful.
@_Vibianaaa23 enserio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao

TV

@_Vibanaa24 en serio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao

NTV

En serio like all of a sudden everyone is in love lmao.

CT

@_Vibanaa24 en serio like all of a sudden todo el mundo está enamorado lmao

CNT

En serio like all of a sudden todo el mundo está enamorado lmao.

CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT

@15Jocelynr lmfaooo asi estoy. Desde ayer its been non stop eating. Y luego i get late night craving. Y
pura junk food lol
@15Jocelyn lmaoo así estoy. Desde ayer its been non stop eating. Y luego i get late night craving. Y
para junk food lol
Lamo así estoy. Desde ayer its been non stop eating. Y luego I get late night cravings y para junk
food lol.
@15Jocelyn lmaoo así estoy. Since yesterday its been non stop eating. Y luego i get late night
craving. Y para junk food lol
Lamo así estoy. Since yesterday its been non stop eating. Y luego I get late night cravings y para junk
food lol.
@27groberto lmao ME? De k ablas si yo soy un angelito...I don't do that! Ni uno ya No! How many have
u broken? Lol :D
@29groberto lmao ME? De que hablas si yo soy un angelito...I don't do that! Ni uno ya No! How
many have u broken? Lol :D
Lmao ME? De que hablas si yo soy un angelito...I don't do that! Ni uno ya no! How many have you
broken? Lol.
@29groberto lmao ME? De que hablas si yo soy un angelito…no hago eso! Ni uno ya No! How
many have u broken? Lol :D
Lmao ME? De que hablas si yo soy un angelito…no hago eso! Ni uno ya no! How many have you
broken? Lol.

CV

@95Caldera yesss we can probs pick you up si es que we convince him

TV

@95Caldero yesss we can probs pick you up si es que we convince him

NTV

Yes we can probably pick you up si es que we convince him.

CT

@95Caldero yesss we can probs pick you up si es que le convencemos

CNT
CV

Yes we can probably pick you up si es que le convencemos.
@acarrera3 en la morning le digo cause she went to sleep cause se enfermo

TV

@acarera3 en la morning le digo because she went to sleep because se enfermo

NTV

En la morning le digo because she went to sleep because se enfermo.

CT

@acarera3 en la morning le digo because she went to sleep because she's sick

CNT

En la morning le digo because she went to sleep because she's sick.

CV

@AlanTorres8484 lmao your already know k soy experta en eso!! Ha

TV

@AlanTorres84 lmao you already know que soy experta en eso!! Ha

NTV

You already know que soy experta en eso!!

CT

@AlanTorres84 lmao you already know que I'm an expert en eso!! Ha

CNT

You already know que I;m an expert en eso!!

CV

@aldoatardecer Feliz Cumpleaños Aldo! Que te la pases bien en este dia! BestWishes!

TV

@aldoatarra Feliz Cumpleaños Aldo! Que te la pases bien en este dia! BestWishes!

NTV

Feliz Cumpleaños Aldo! Que te la pases bien en este dia! Best Wishes!

CT

@aldoatarra Happy Birthday Aldo! Que te la pases bien en este dia! BestWishes!

CNT

Happy Birthday Aldo! Que te la pases bien en este dia! Best Wishes!

CV

@arelyyy_090812 seat warmers orita van a tar back to normal

TV

@arelyy_09 ahorita van a estar back to normal

NTV

Ahorita van a estar back to normal.

CT

@arelyy_09 ahorita van a be back to normal

CNT

Ahorita van a be back to normal.

CV
TV
NTV

@arianaesierra haha pues si tu dices yo no te niego lol , pero xque dices eso ? you think your a handful or
what :p?
@arianacierra haha pues si tu dices, yo no te niego lol
Pues si tu dices, yo no te niego.

CT

@arianacierra haha pues if you say it, yo no te niego lol

CNT

Pues if you say it, yo no te niego.

CV
TV
NTV
CT

@bdaliladelvalle Estás usando Internet Explorer? creo que IE lo está bloqueando hay q aceptarlo cuando
pregunta, voy a intentar solucionarlo
@lildevalle Estás usando Internet Explorer? creo que IE lo está bloqueando hay que aceptarlo cuando
pregunta
Estás usando Internet Explorer? creo que IE lo está bloqueando hay que aceptarlo cuando pregunta.

CNT

@lildevalle Are you using Internet Explorer? creo que IE lo está bloqueando hay que aceptarlo
cuando pregunta
Are you using Internet Explorer? creo que IE lo está bloqueando hay que aceptarlo cuando pregunta.

CV

@elizaaaabethhh_ no se you pick:)

TV

@elizaaaabeth_ no sé, you pick:)

NTV

No sé, you pick.

CT

@elizaaaabeth_ no sé, escojes :)

CNT

No sé, escojes.

CV

@Elmagnet_21 no you!!! Wait i remember seeing you at estatal y me ignoro

TV

@Ellamag_21 Wait i remember seeing you at estatal y me ignoró

NTV

Wait I remember seeing you at estatal y me ignoró.

CT

@Ellamag_21 Wait i remember seeing you at estatal and you ignored me

CNT

Wait I remember seeing you at estatal and you ignored me.

CV

@Elmagnet_21 ohhhh lmfaooooo i gett it. Srry como que me dio un blonde moment

TV

@Elmagnet_22 ohhhh lmaoooo i gett it. Sorry como que me dio un blonde moment

NTV

Ohhh I get it. Sorry como que me dio un blonde moment.

CT

@Elmagnet_22 ohhhh lmaoooo i gett it. Sorry como que I had a blonde moment

CNT

Ohhh I get it. Sorry como que I had a blonde moment.

CV

@Elmagnet_21 ohhhhh haha no le a contado! Text me pa platicar le!

TV

@Ellamag_21 ohhhhh haha no le ha contado! Text me para platicar le

NTV

Ohh, haha no le ha contado! Text me para platicarle.

CT

@Ellamag_21 ohhhhh haha no he didn’t tell you! Text me para platicar le

CNT

Ohh, haha he didn’t tell you! Text me para platicarle.

CV

@Elmagnet_21 yea i do and thanks fot everything pero no lo quiero enfadar lol

TV

yea i do and thanks for everything pero no lo quiero enfadar lol @Elmagnet_22

NTV

Yeah I do and thanks for everything pero no lo quiero enfadar lol.

CT

yea i do and gracias por todo pero no lo quiero enfadar lol @Elmagnet_22

CNT

Yeah I do and gracias por todo pero no lo quiero enfadar lol.

CV
TV
NTV
CT

@IsaRodrguez3 revisas en tu spam por favor? si definitivamente no te llegó voy a cambiar el sistema de
distribución
@IsabelRodrguez13 revisas en tu spam por favor? si definitivamente no te llegó voy a cambiar el
sistema de distribución
Revisas en tu spam por favor? Si definitivamente no te llegó voy a cambiar el sistema de distribución.

CNT

@IsabelRodrguez13 revisas en tu spam please? si definitivamente no te llegó voy a cambiar el
sistema de distribución
Revisas en tu spam please? Si definitivamente no te llegó voy a cambiar el sistema de distribución.

CV

@Meow_Amy69 lol are ypu being a lowlife o eres de uso ?

TV

@Mel_Amy78 lol are you being a lowlife o eres de uso ?

NTV

Are you being a lowlife o eres de uso?

CT

@Mel_Amy78 lol are you being a lowlife or are you de uso ?

CNT

Are you being a lowlife or are you de uso?

CV

@Milyl15 lmao no te creas , chales mejor in churro y agusto me voy a dormir haha

TV

@Millyl25 lmao no te creas

NTV

Lmao no te creas.

CT

@Millyl25 lmao no te creas

CNT
CV

Lmao no te creas.
@mlupita08 pos sabe. But i wouldnt doubt it cause tambien los doctors le dijeron que shes aproximated
to be like 5'6 or 5'7 y yo ya o cresco

TV
NTV
CT

@mlupita08 i wouldnt doubt it cause también los doctors le dijeron que shes aproximated to be like
5'6 or 5'7
I wouldnt doubt it cause también los doctors le dijeron que shes aproximated to be like 5'6 or 5'7.

CNT

@mlupita08 i wouldnt doubt it cause también the doctors told her que shes aproximated to be like 5'6
or 5'7
I wouldnt doubt it cause también the doctors told her que shes aproximated to be like 5'6 or 5'7.

CV

@Patty__Vel but then tambien mu brother wrks early manana so tambien poreso ya ni dije nada

TV

@Patti__Vell but then también my brother works early mañana so también poreso ya ni dije nada

NTV

But then también my brother works early mañana so también por eso ya ni dije nada.

CT
CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV

@Patti__Vell but then también my brother trabaja temprano mañana so también poreso ya ni dije
nada
But then también my brother trabaja temprano mañana so también por eso ya ni dije nada.
@RubicelyCarrera what the heck is going on?! A todos les esta saliendo asi... como que i dont like
the new snapchat update
@RubyCarrera what the heck is going on?! A todos les esta saliendo asi... como que i dont like the
new snapchat update
What the heck is going on?! A todos les esta saliendo asi... como que i dont like the new snapchat
update.
@RubyCarrera what the heck is going on?! A todos les esta saliendo asi... como que no me gusta the
new snapchat update
What the heck is going on?! A todos les esta saliendo asi... como que no me gusta the new snapchat
update.
@valehtx quien sabe.guess everybody's different I don't get hungover with liquor. Y con beer a lil bit

TV

@valehtx quien sabe. guess everybody's different I don't get hungover with liquor. Y con beer a little
bit

NTV
CT

Quien sabe. Guess everybody's different, I don't get hungover with liquor. Y con beer a little bit.

CNT

@valehtx who knows. guess everybody's different I don't get hungover with liquor. Y con beer a
little bit
Who knows. Guess everybody's different, I don't get hungover with liquor. Y con beer a little bit.

CV

@VHC95 lol like en serio !!! Como cren que voy a pasar la classe sin libro

TV

@VHcolleen95 lol like en serio !!! Como creen que voy a pasar la clase sin libro

NTV

Lol like en serio !!! Como creen que voy a pasar la clase sin libro.

CT

@VHcolleen95 lol like en serio !!! Como creen que voy a pasar la clase without the book

CNT

Lol like en serio !!! Como creen que voy a pasar la clase without the book.

CV

@Yaritzaa__ lmao se fueron de vacaciones sin ti

TV

@Yartza__ lmao se fueron de vacaciones sin tí

NTV

Lmao se fueron de vacaciones sin tí.

CT

@Yartza__ lmao se fueron de vacaciones without you

CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT

Lmao se fueron de vacaciones without you.
@Yessy1584G it all depends on what kind of ppl you surround urself w/ no todos los hombres
mentimos.. at least I certainly don't :)
@Yessy15 it all depends on what kind of people you surround yourself with no todos los hombres
mentimos.. at least I certainly don't :)
It all depends on what kind of people you surround yourself with no todos los hombres mentimos.. at
least I certainly don't.
@Yessy15 it all depends on what tipo de gente you surround yourself with no todos los hombres
mentimos.. at least I certainly don't :)

CNT
CV

It all depends on what tipo de gente you surround yourself with no todos los hombres mentimos.. at
least I certainly don't.
Aver si cae un party tonight

TV

Aver si cae un party tonight

NTV

Aver si cae un party tonight.

CT

Aver si cae una fiesta tonight

CNT

Aver si cae una fiesta tonight.

CV

Ay k sueño tengo<< time to get some sleep =)

TV

Omg que Sueño Tengo

NTV

Omg que sueño tengo.

CT

Omg que Sueño I have

CNT

Omg que sueño I have.

CV

But then again he tld my mom que quiere que nos lleve a renovar our passports ASAP!

TV

But then again he told my mom que quiere que nos lleve a renovar our passports ASAP!

NTV

But then again he told my mom que quiere que nos lleve a renovar our passports ASAP!

CT

But then again le dijo a mi mamá que quiere que nos lleve a renovar our passports ASAP!

CNT

But then again le dijo a mi mamá que quiere que nos lleve a renovar our passports ASAP!

CV

Damm estos frijoles con chile were good af

TV

Damm estos frijoles con chile were good af

NTV

Damm estos frijoles con chile were good.

CT

Damm those frijoles with chile were good af

CNT
CV

Damm those frijoles with chile were good.
El guy ke esta atras de mi ta heart broken

TV

El guy que está atras de mi está heart broken

NTV

El guy que está atras de mi está heart broken.

CT

El guy que está atras de mi is heart broken

CNT

El guy que está atras de mi is heart broken.

CV

El primo gots gameee haha!

TV

El primo gots gameee haha!

NTV

El primo gots game haha!

CT

My cousin gots gameee haha!

CNT

My cousin gots game haha!

CV

El riesgo siempre es grande and at the end it happens what u always expected! :o

TV

El riesgo siempre es grande and at the end it happens the way u always expected! :o

NTV

El riesgo siempre es grande and at the end it happens the way you always expected!

CT

El riesgo is always grande and at the end it happens the way u always expected! :o

CNT

El riesgo is always grande and at the end it happens the way you always expected!

CV
TV

Escucha MUCHO audio en inglés incluso cuando no entiendas continua escuchando :) just like small
children do, trust me! I know you can do it
Escucha MUCHO audio en inglés incluso cuando no entiendas continua escuchando :) just like small
children do

NTV
CT
CNT
CV

Escucha MUCHO audio en inglés incluso cuando no entiendas continua escuchando, just like small
children do.
Escucha MUCHO audio en inglés including when no entiendas continua escuchando :) just like small
children do
Escucha MUCHO audio en inglés including when no entiendas continua escuchando, just like small
children do.
Finally se kedo viendo la novela and no anda de metiche lol

TV

Finally se quedó viendo la novela and no anda de metiche lol

NTV

Finally se quedó viendo la novela and no anda de metiche lol.

CT

Finalmente se quedó viendo la novela and no anda de metiche lol

CNT

Finalmente se quedó viendo la novela and no anda de metiche lol.

CV

Finally ya I'm calm after everything that happened today

TV

Finally ya I'm calm after everything that happened today

NTV

Finally ya I'm calm after everything that happened today.

CT

Finally ya I'm calm after todo que pasó hoy.

CNT
CV

Finally ya I'm calm after todo que pasó hoy.
Fixed things con mi cousin and with someone you guys least expect! Ya veran quien.

TV

Fixed things con mi cousin and with someone you guys least expect! Ya veran quien.

NTV

I fixed things con mi cousin and with someone you guys least expect! Ya veran quien.

CT

Fixed things con mi cousin y con alguien you guys least expect! Ya veran quien.

CNT

I fixed things con mi cousin y con alguien you guys least expect! Ya veran quien.

CV

Got a nice workout en la tarde

TV

Got a nice workout en la tarde

NTV

I got a nice workout en la tarde.

CT

Got a nice workout this afternoon

CNT

I got a nice workout this afternoon.

CV

Having a boyfriend is just not my thing Poreso Siempre Estoy single Aunke no Kiera

TV

Having a boyfriend is just not my thing Poreso Siempre Estoy single Aunque no quiera

NTV

Having a boyfriend is just not my thing por eso siempre estoy single aunque no quiera.

CT

Having a boyfriend is just not my thing Poreso Siempre Estoy single even though I don't want to be

CNT

Having a boyfriend is just not my thing por eso siempre estoy single even though I don't want to be.

CV

He has a Novia

TV

He has a Novia

NTV

He has a ovia.

CT

He has a Girlfriend

CNT

He has a girlfriend.

CV

He said i've heard girls from there are so pretty y cada ves veo que es sierto... gtfooo!!!

TV

He said i've heard girls from there are so pretty y cada vez veo que es cierto...

NTV

He said I've heard girls from there are so pretty y cada vez veo que es cierto...

CT

He said i've heard girls from there are so pretty and every time veo que es cierto...

CNT

He said I've heard girls from there are so pretty and everytime veo que es cierto...

CV

I always go to sleep w a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers that's just me

TV

I always go to sleep with a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers that's just me

NTV

I always go to sleep with a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers, that's just me.

CT

Siempre duermo with a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers that's just me

CNT

Siempre duermo with a t-shirt del same color de mis boxers, that's just me.

CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV
TV

I always tell my dad ke me kiero kasar con una vieja rika and me regaña telling me ke no sea interesada
ha
I always tell my dad que me quiero casar con una vieja rica and me regaña telling me que no sea
interesada ha
I always tell my dad que me quiero casar con una vieja rica and me regaña telling me que no sea
interesada.
I always tell my dad that I want to marry una vieja rica and me regaña telling me que no sea
interesada ha
I always tell my dad that I want to marry una vieja rica and me regaña telling me que no sea
interesada.
I feel like going to the gym y cuando quiero ir no tengo ni mi pase ni mi troca! Putamadreeeee
#ALaMayeee #ChingueA20 #ValiendoMaizzz
I feel like going to the gym y cuando quiero ir no tengo ni mi pase ni mi troca! #ALaMayeee
#ValiendoMaizzz
I feel like going to the gym y cuando quiero ir no tengo ni mi pase ni mi troca!
I feel like going to the gym y when I want to go no tengo ni mi pase ni mi troca! #ALaMayeee
#ValiendoMaizzz
I feel like going to the gym y when I want to go no tengo ni mi pase ni mi troca!
I got pulled over, esta frase expresa todo eso yo antes daba vueltas y vueltas para decir algo como esto :)
Un policía me detuvo en la carre
I got pulled over ln

NTV

I got pulled over last night.

CT

I got pulled over ln

CNT

I got pulled over last night.

CV

I hate when people talk shit cuzs I drink si supieran ke sus hijos tan igual oh piores ha

TV

I hate when people talk about me because I drink si supieran que sus hijos tan igual o peores ha

NTV

I hate when people talk about me because I drink si supieran que sus hijos tan igual o peores.

CT

I hate when people talk about me because I drink. If they only knew que sus hijos tan igual o peores
ha

CNT
CV

I hate when people talk about me because I drink. If they only knew que sus hijos tan igual o peores.
I love how el Primo siempre se preocupa por mi

TV

I love how el Primo siempre se preocupa por mí

NTV

I love how el primo siempre se preocupa por mí.

CT

I love how my cousin always se preocupa por mí

CNT
CV

I love how my cousin always se preocupa por mí.
I love my mom. We had a lil convo and i showed her all my "novios" lmaoo

TV

I love my mom. We had a lil convo and i showed her all my "novios" lmaoo

NTV

I love my mom. We had a lil convo and i showed her all my "novios."

CT

I love my mom. We had a lil convo and i showed her todos de mis "novios" lmaoo

CNT

I love my mom. We had a lil convo and i showed her todos de mis "novios."

CV

I tengo hambre

TV

I Tengo Hambre

NTV

I tengo hambre.

CT

Yo tengo hambre

CNT

Yo tengo hambre.

CV

I think the only one que lo puede aser renegar without him getting mad es mi sister! It irratates me!

TV

I think the only one que lo puede hacer regañar without him getting mad es mi sister! It irratates me!

NTV

I think the only one que lo puede hacer regañar without him getting mad es mi sister! It irratates me!

CT
CNT
CV

I think the only one que lo puede hacer rregañar without him getting mad es mi hermana! It irratates
me!
I think the only one que lo puede hacer regañar without him getting mad es mi hermana! It irratates
me!
I want some beans and rice with aguacate and crema but it's too late #SadTweet

TV

I want some beans and rice with aguacate and crema but it's too late #SadTweet

NTV

I want some beans and rice with aguacate and crema but it's too late.

CT

I want some frijoles y arroz con aguacate and crema but it's too late #SadTweet

CNT

I want some frijoles y arroz con aguacate and crema but it's too late.

CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV

I was going thru my pictures and I found a video donde me esta cantando la de La Diferiencia. ..haha
funny stuff!! :D #priceless
I was going thru my pictures and I found a video donde me esta cantando la de La Diferiencia. ..haha
funny stuff!! :D #priceless
I was going through my pictures and I found a video donde me esta cantando la de La Diferiencia.
..haha funny stuff!!
I was going thru my pictures and I found a video where I was singing la de La Diferiencia. ..haha
funny stuff!! :D #priceless
I was going through my pictures and I found a video where I was singing la de La Diferiencia. ..haha
funny stuff!!
I was gonna get drunk tonight pero then me dijieron I had to work lol fml

TV

I was gonna get drunk tonight pero then me dijieron I had to work lol fml

NTV

I was gonna get drunk tonight pero then me dijieron I had to work lol fml.

CT

I was gonna get drunk tonight pero then me dijieron que tengo que trabajar lol fml

CNT

I was gonna get drunk tonight pero then me dijieron que tengo que trabajar lol fml.

CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV
TV
NTV

I was in the kitchen echando mis chips al bowl and Oscar comes in and asks me what im doing up. I said
i was hungry y se rio de mi-.I was in the kitchen echando mis chips al bowl and Oscar comes in and asks me what im doing up. I
said i was hungry y se rio de mí-.I was in the kitchen echando mis chips al bowl and Oscar comes in and asks me what im doing up. I
said I was hungry y se rio de mí.
Estaba en la cocina echando mis chips al bowl and Oscar comes in and asks me what im doing up. I
said i was hungry y se rio de mí-.Estaba en la cocina echando mis chips al bowl and Oscar comes in and asks me what im doing up. I
said I was hungry y se rio de mí.
i wish i had someone special this valentines day so i can take a mariachi to their house y darle serenata
#OneDay
i wish i had someone special this valentines day so i can take a mariachi to their house y darle
serenata #OneDay
I wish I had someone special this valentines day so I could take a mariachi to their house y darle
serenata #OneDay

CT

CV

i wish i had someone special this valentines day so i can take a mariachi to their house and serenade
them #OneDay
I wish I had someone special this valentines day so I could take a mariachi to their house and
serenade them.
I wish i was in school!!! I hate being home. Cause my dad se enpacienta mucho and starts yelling-.-

TV

I wish i was in school!!! I hate being home. Cause my dad se enpacienta mucho and starts yelling-.-

NTV

I wish I was in school! I hate being home, beause my dad se impacienta mucho and starts yelling.

CT

I wish i was in school!!! I hate being home. Porque mi padre se enpacienta mucho and starts yelling-.-

CNT

I wish I was in school! I hate being home, porque mi padre se impacienta mucho and starts yelling.

CNT

CV

I'm go lay with my mommy tell her I had a nightmare.. aver si no me tira de la cama

TV

I'm gonna go lay with my mommy tell her I had a nightmare.. aver si no me tira de la cama

NTV

I'm gonna go lay with my mommy tell her I had a nightmare.. aver si no me tira de la cama.

CT

I'm gonna go lay con mi madre tell her I had a nightmare.. aver si no me tira de la cama

CNT

I'm gonna go lay con mi madre tell her I had a nightmare.. aver si no me tira de la cama.

CV

I'm just hoping my crush venga today :*

TV

I'm just hoping my crush venga today :*

NTV

I'm just hoping my crush venga today.

CT

I'm just hoping my crush venga hoy :*

CNT

I'm just hoping my crush venga hoy.

CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT

Like seriously educen ustedes a sus hijas como puedan y quieran and let my mom do whatever the fuck
she wants with us!
Like seriously eduquen ustedes a sus hijas como puedan y quieran and let my mom do whatever she
wants with us!
Like seriously eduquen ustedes a sus hijas como puedan y quieran and let my mom do whatever she
wants with us!
Like en serio educate a sus hijas como puedan y quieran and let my mom do whatever she wants with
us!
Like en serio educate ustedes a sus hijas como puedan y quieran and let my mom do whatever she
wants with us!
Lmao my dad told me to get "soy una estupida" tatted up on my forehead for getting my ex name tatted
up smh it was funny cuz my friends here
Lmao my dad told me to get "soy una estupida" tatted on my forehead for getting my ex name tatted
up smh
My dad told me to get "soy una estupida" tatted on my forehead for getting my ex name tatted up.

CNT

Lmao mi padre me dice to get "soy una estupida" tatted on my forehead for getting my ex name tatted
up smh
Mi padre me dice to get "soy una estupida" tatted on my forehead for getting my ex name tatted up.

CV

Mañana es un Nuevo dia #TwitterOff

TV

Mañana es un Nuevo día #TwitterOff

NTV

Mañana es un nuevo día.

CT

Mañana es un Nuevo day #TwitterOff

CNT

Mañana es un nuevo day.

CV
TV

Me and la sister we're supposly sleeping and i turned on the light and all of a sudden we jst start throwing
stuff at each other lmaoo!!
Me and la sister were supposedly sleeping and i turned on the light and all of a sudden we jst start
throwing stuff at each other lmaoo!!

NTV
CT
CNT
CV

Me and la sister were supposedly sleeping and I turned on the light and all of a sudden we jst start
throwing stuff at each other lmaoo!!
Me y la sister were supposedly sleeping and i turned on the light and all of a sudden we jst start
throwing stuff at each other lmaoo!!
Me y la sister were supposedly sleeping and I turned on the light and all of a sudden we jst start
throwing stuff at each other lmaoo!!
Mi head hurts

TV

Mi head hurts

NTV

Mi head hurts.

CT

My head hurts

CNT

My head hurts.

CV

Mi wonderful mom me Dio hot chocolate

TV

Mi wonderful mom me Dio hot chocolate

NTV

Mi wonderful mom me dio hot chocolate.

CT

Mi wonderful mom gave me hot chocolate

CNT
CV

Mi wonderful mom gave me hot chocolate.
My manager is so cool el chimuelo no el de los cute eyes si lol

TV

My manager is so cool-el chimuelo no el de los cute eyes si lol

NTV

My manager is so cool-el chimuelo no el de los cute eyes si lol.

CT

Mi encargado es so cool-el chimuelo no el de los cute eyes si lol

CNT

Mi encargado es so cool-el chimuelo no el de los cute eyes si lol.

CV

My nieghbors are like the loudest family in the whole apt #callate

TV

My nieghbors are like the loudest family in the whole apt #callate

NTV

My nieghbors are like the loudest family in the whole apartment.

CT

My nieghbors are like the loudest family en el apartamento entero #callate

CNT

My nieghbors are like the loudest family en el apartamento entero.

CV

Not to brag but dangg k suerte me cargo!!! ;) ha

TV

Not to brag but dangg que suerte me cargo!!! ;) ha

NTV

Not to brag but dangg que suerte me cargo!!!

CT

Not to brag but dangg what luck me cargo!!! ;) ha

CNT

Not to brag but dangg what luck me cargo!!!

CV

Pops gave me $10 for lunch today and an extra $20 pa que no le pida el weekend!!

TV

Pops gave me $10 for lunch today and an extra $20 para que no le pida el weekend!!

NTV

Pops gave me $10 for lunch today and an extra $20 para que no le pida el weekend!!

CT

Pops gave me $10 para almuerzo hoy y an extra $20 para que no le pida el weekend!!

CNT

Pops gave me $10 para almuerzo hoy y an extra $20 para que no le pida el weekend!!

CV

She thought the chocolate and teddy bear eran pa Ella lol

TV

She thought the chocolate and teddy bear eran para Ella lol

NTV

She thought the chocolate and teddy bear eran para ella.

CT

She thought the chocolate and teddy bear were for her lol

CNT

She thought the chocolate and teddy bear were for her.

CV

She wakes up at 4am wrks from 5:30-3:30 and then at 5 se va trabajar al otro a doesnt get home till 11!

TV

She wakes up at 4am works from 5:30-3:30 and then at 5 se va trabajar al otro a doesnt get home until
11!

NTV

She wakes up at 4am works from 5:30-3:30 and then at 5 se va trabajar al otro a doesnt get home until
11!

CT
CNT
CV

She wakes up at 4am works from 5:30-3:30 and then at 5 she goes to work al otro a doesnt get home
until 11!
She wakes up at 4am works from 5:30-3:30 and then at 5 she goes to work al otro a doesnt get home
until 11!
Should I give oomf the candy nawh mejor me lo como yo lol

TV

Should I give oomf the candy? No, mejor me lo como yo lol

NTV

Should I give oomf the candy? No, mejor me lo como yo lol.

CT

Should I give oomf the candy? no, it's better if me lo como yo lol

CNT

Should I give oomf the candy? No, it's better if me lo como yo lol.

CV

Since I started working ya ni disfruto la vida lol

TV

Since I started working ya ni disfruto la vida lol

NTV

Since I started working ya ni disfruto la vida lol.

CT

Since I started working ya ni disfruto life lol

CNT

Since I started working ya ni disfruto life lol.

CV

That "famous" Jonatan Sanchez kid isnt even cute! The only thing que tiene es voice... js

TV

That "famous" Jonatan kid isnt even cute! The only thing que tiene es voice... js

NTV

That "famous" Jonatan kid isnt even cute! The only thing que tiene es voice…

CT

That "famous" Jonatan kid isnt even cute! La unica cosa que tiene es voice... js

CNT

That "famous" Jonatan kid isnt even cute! La unica cosa que tiene es voice…

CV

That's why I'm going w her pa ke me de una advil lol

TV

That's why I'm going w her para que me de una advil lol

NTV

That's why I'm going with her para que me de una advil.

CT

That's why I'm going w her so that she can give me an advil lol

CNT

That's why I'm going with her so that she can give me an advil.

CV

Whatever I'm going to sleep today was a long day.... y manana nos espera otro!

TV

Whatever I'm going to sleep. Today was a long day.... y manana nos espera otro!

NTV

Whatever I'm going to sleep. Today was a long day...y mañana nos espera otro!

CT

Whatever voy a dormir. Today was a long day.... y manana nos espera otro!

CNT
CV

Whatever voy a dormir. Today was a long day...y mañana nos espera otro!
Yea go ahead dont respond... its noy like we were having a conversation.. es okay no aye pedo

TV

Yea go ahead dont respond... its not like we were having a conversation.. es okay no aye pedo

NTV

Yeah go ahead dont respond... It's not like we were having a conversation… Es okay no aye pedo.

CT

Yea go ahead dont respond... its not like we were having una conversación.. es okay no aye pedo

CNT

Yeah go ahead dont respond... It's not like we were having una conversación… Es okay no aye pedo.

CV

Yo no se pero kiero fruta con chile..im really craving it. :D

TV

Yo no sé pero quiero fruta con chile..im really craving it. :D

NTV

Yo no sé pero quiero fruta con chile...I'm really craving it.

CT

Yo no sé pero I want fruit with chile..im really craving it. :D

CNT
CV
TV
NTV
CT
CNT

Yo no sé pero I want fruit with chile...I'm really craving it.
Yo no soy rincorosa and no matter what i will always be here for any one as long as they show me trust
too♡
Yo no soy rencorosa and no matter what i will always be here for anyone as long as they show me
trust too♡
Yo no soy rencorosa and no matter what i will always be here for anyone as long as they show me
trust too.
Yo no soy rencorosa y pase lo que pase i will always be here for anyone as long as they show me trust
too♡
Yo no soy rencorosa y pase lo que pase i will always be here for anyone as long as they show me trust
too.

Appendix B
Language History Questionnaire Questions
1. Participant Number
2.

Gender

3. Age (In years)
4. Are you Hispanic/Latino?
5. What is your current nationality/citizenship(s)?
6. Do your parents or primary caretakers speak more than one language? If yes, which language(s)?
7. What is your highest earned degree? (Do not count ongoing education).
8. For each of the levels of education you have completed, type in the name of the country where
you completed your education.
9. Please select all social networking sites that you use (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat,
Google+, LinkedIn, Skype).
10. Please indicate whether you use the tools listed above MOST often to connect for business or
social purposes. (Choose only one for each category).
11. On average, how much time do you spend daily on social networking sites? (In hours)
12. Do you use your networking sites more to send or receive information?
13. Do you use social media sites to stay in contact with friends/family outside the US? If so, list the
countries.
14. On average, how often do you use social media sites to stay in contact with friends/family outside
the US? (Daily, Weekly, Biweekly, Monthly, Less than once a month)
15. What is the primary language that you use when you post on your networking sites? If you use a
mix of English and Spanish, estimate the percentage of Spanish that you use, from 0-100%.
16. Have you ever studied or lived outside of the United States for more than 3 months?
17. If you have lived in or traveled to other countries for more than three months, please indicate the
name(s) of the country or countries, your length of stay, your age when traveling there, the
language(s) you learned or used, and the frequency of your use of the language(s) while in that
country according to the following scale: 1-7 where 1 indicates never and 7 indicates always.

18. If your country of heritage is NOT the U.S.; do you travel to your country of heritage? If so,
please specify how often you visit your country of heritage on the following scale: once every 3-5
years, once every 2-3 years, once a year, twice a year, or three or more times a year.
19. If you travel to your country of heritage, how long do you usually stay when visiting? (In weeks)
20. If you speak a heritage language, do you travel to any other countries where your heritage
language is spoken? A heritage language is a language you learned at home or from your family
that is not English. If yes, please specify country(ies).
21. Please list the names of all of the languages that you know. Enter them in order of dominance
(language 1 is your strongest language; language 2 is your second strongest language, etc). If you
speak fewer than 5 languages, leave blank the fields that do not apply.
22. Please specify your level of proficiency in speaking, reading, writing, and understanding in each
language. The levels of proficiency are: 0-10 where 0 indicates none and 10 indicates perfect.
23. For each language, enter an age for each statement (Began acquiring this language; Became
fluent in this language; Began reading in this language; Became fluent reading in this
language). If you never became fluent or learned to read in one language, enter N/A.
24. Please rate how much you are currently using each language on a scale from 0-10 where 0
indicates never and 10 indicates always.
25. Check all of the places where you have often used or currently use each language (Home, School,
Work, Friends, Travel, Other).
26. Estimate, in terms of percentages, how often you use your languages per week in all weekly
activities combined.
27. Assess to which degree the following statements are representative of your language experience
at home. Select one choice for each statement (When I talk to some people at home, I use more
than one language; I use words in another language other than the one I am currently speaking in;
I begin the sentence in one language and finish it in another; I mix languages within one word
(e.g., I blend a Spanish and English word into one)).
28. Assess to which degree the following statements are representative of your language experience
at work or at school/university. Select one choice for each statement (When I talk to some people
at work or school, I use more than one language; I use words in another language other than the
one I am currently speaking in; I begin the sentence in one language and finish it in another; I mix
languages within one word (e.g., I blend a Spanish and English word into one)).
29. Assess to which degree the following statements are representative of your language experience
during your free time. Select one choice for each statement (When I talk to some people during
my free time, I use more than one language; I use words in another language other than the one I
am currently speaking in; I begin the sentence in one language and finish it in another; I mix
languages within one word (e.g., I blend a Spanish and English word into one)).
30. For the following statements, please try to answer to what degree you agree with the presented
statement about the manner you use to talk or speak in the languages you know (I tend to switch

languages during a conversation (e.g., I switch from Spanish to English and vice versa); When I
cannot recall a word in English, I tend to immediately produce it in Spanish; When I cannot recall
a word in Spanish, I tend to immediately produce it in English; I do not realize when I switch
languages during a conversation (e.g., from English to Spanish) or when I mix the two languages;
I often realize it only if I am informed of the switch by another person; When I switch languages,
I do it consciously; It is difficult for me to control the language switches I introduce during a
conversation (e.g., from English to Spanish); There are situations in which I always switch
between the two languages; There are certain topics or issues for which I normally switch
between the two languages). Many of the following questions will ask you to report your
tendency to switch or mix languages during a conversation. Switching and mixing languages is a
characteristic of some bilingual contexts.
31. Do you mix words or sentences from two languages in your own speech (e.g. saying a sentence in
one language but use a word or phrase from another language in the middle of the sentence)?
32. Do you mix words or sentences from two languages when using social media?
33. How often do you see people mixing words or sentences from two languages on social media?
(Scale ranges from almost always to almost never).
34. Indicate how much you agree with the following statement: I enjoy mixing languages when I am
speaking.
35. For the following statements, please indicate the level that you agree or disagree with each
statement (The mixed sentences from this study were fun to read; The mixed sentences were
difficult to read; The mixing I read in this study was similar to what I encounter in other
contexts).
36. List the two or more languages that you mix with different people (Family Members, Friends,
Classmates, Co-workers), and estimate the frequency of mixing in normal conversation according
to the following scale: 1-7 where 1 indicates never and 7 indicates always.
37. Before starting school, what language did you use the most?
38. Before starting school, what language did you hear the most?
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